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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis: 

This is the scientific monograph in criminal law Vietnam study a systematic and synchronization issues and 

practical reasoning about the principle of ensuring impartiality of officials from litigation agencies or 

litigation participants in the Vietnam crimial procedures code at the level of a Ph.D. essay. The Ph.D. essay 

has the following contributions: 

 - The principle of ensuring the impartiality of officials from litigation agencies and litigation participants 

takes important role in hanlding cases objectively, fairly, avoiding the injustice for the unguilties and 

mitigating the missing-out of criminals   

-  Due to the importance of impartiality, not only criminal procedures law of many nations but also 

international judicial institutions include specific regulations on principle of ensuring the impartiality of 

offcials from litigation agencies and litigation participants.  

- Nature of the principle is to create a mechanism to ensure respected and enforced impartiality during the 

handling of criminal cases. 

- Describe legal status and enforcement practices of the principle in Vietnam during the past years. 

- The thesis suggests the direction to improve and specific solutions in order to enhance the efficiency in 

applying the principle in Vietnam in curent stage, meeting with judicial reform requirements. 

12. Practical applicablity, if any:  



The results of the thesis research makes significant reference to theoretical as well as practical for the 

criminalist, practice staff, students, graduate students, graduate students specialized judicial criminal, as 

well as providing the scientific foundation, serving legislative activities and operations of the Criminal Law 

applies to strive to prevent and combat crime in our country today. 
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